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Book Descriptions:

bushnell tour v2 rangefinder manual

Free Ground Shipping.Our focus first and foremost is on keeping our employees safe, but we also
are working to maintain operations and business execution for our customers, endconsumers and
employees. As we move ahead, Bushnell Golf will continue to provide a healthy environment for our
employees and the entire organization is following guidance issued by federal, state and local health
authorities.What should I do Release the buttons, and the watch will reboot. To reset a Bushnell Golf
handheld GPS device, such as the Phantom or Hybrid, press and hold the down button and then
press the power button once. The screen will power off and you can release both buttons. How to I
register my device Use the up or down button to highlight and select OFF then press the select
button to confirm setting. If the AutoOff function is enabled, your device will automatically power
down after 30 minutes without any button presses. Can it be replaced Although, all rechargeable,
lithium ion batteries have degradation, so over time the battery will wear down like you have noted
in your email. The batteries in our GPS products are not replaceable. They are available MF from
8am to 5pm CST. After 7 seconds, the display will begin to cycle through the options Yards or
Meters.If you are changing from meters to yards, the opposite will occur. The TOUR V4 will return
to the last unit of measure setting used each time the unit is turned on.They are available MF from
8am to 5pm CST. How do I turn my GPS device on and off This can happen if this is the first time it
is being used in several months or maybe had been sitting on a store shelf for a few months. Plug the
GPS into a power source to charge and press the power button on the watch lower right button. The
screen should come up and the unit will resume normal operation. If you have already registered,
you will need to log into your account. If an updated is necessary, you will be prompted once you’ve
logged on to download.http://energyprobg.com/userfiles/flexcube-system-manual.xml

bushnell tour v2 rangefinder manual, bushnell tour v2 rangefinder review, bushnell
tour v2 rangefinder instruction manual, bushnell tour v2 laser rangefinder review,
bushnell tour v2 golf laser rangefinder review, bushnell tour v2 slope edition
rangefinder review, bushnell tour v2 rangefinder manual, bushnell tour v2
rangefinder manual, bushnell tour v2 rangefinder manual.

The website will walk you through these updates stepbystep. These are a natural characteristic of
the LCD and cannot be fully eliminated in the manufacturing process. They do not affect the
distancing performance of the unit. Because the charging contacts on the watch are against your
skin when it is worn, the contacts can get dirty and simply need to be cleaned. This can be done by
spraying ammonia based glass cleaner such as Windex on to the contacts and then scrubbing with a
nylon brush such as a toothbrush. Wipe the contacts with a paper towel and the watch should
charge. The watch can’t charge while it shows the battery meter, so it needs to be showing its main
watch face before it is hooked up to charge.FGB Front Green Bunker 11. RGB Right Green Bunker
12. LGB Left Green Bunker 13. BGB Back Green Bunker 14. RGW Right Green Water 15. FGWC
Front Green Water Carry 16. FGW Front Green Water Layup 17. LGW Left Green Water 18. BGW
Back Green Water 19. CRK Creek Layup 20. CRKC Creek Carry 21. EOF End of Fairway Or contact
our GPS software partner, iGolf, using the information below to reset your password. Click on the
EDIT button to update your account information. The screen will go blank and the reboot process
will begin. Doing a hard reset will recalibrate the internal GPS chip and may allow it to bring up
courses again.This will need to be addressed by our GPS software partner, iGolf. To confirm that the
visual JOLT is working on your unit, try this Laser to an object in the distance something over 100
yards away and while continuing to hold the fire button down, bring the reticle to something closer.
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This should make the unit JOLT. If you are unable to locate this sticker or if the serial number has
been obscured, the product may not be authentic counterfeit or it may not have been purchased
through an authorized dealer. In either case, Bushnell will not honor warranties on these
products.http://www.phobos.co.kr/data/editor/flexcycler-manual.xml

You should return the unit to the seller for a refund, and purchase your rangefinder from an
alternate location. It is perhaps the most popular golfing rangefinder in use today. Weighing just
over 6 ounces, the V2 features fully multicoated lenses to obtain superior resolution. It is perhaps
the most popular golfing rangefinder in use today. Let us know YOUR RECENTLY VIEWED ITEMS
Browsing History ON Clear History Not responsible for typographical or illustrative errors. We
delete comments that violate our policy, which we encourage you to read. Discussion threads can be
closed at any time at our discretion. Used GoodIncludes Rangefinder, Case, and battery. Does NOT
include silicone cover case yes, cover no, manuals, box, or other items not pictured. Professionally
tested and cleaned. Surface scratches and wear on the body, but all buttons are intact and the
battery compartment tab also intact. The viewfinder is clear see photo with no sundamage or debris.
Returns accepted inside 30 days in accordance with Amazons return policies. Restocking fees may
apply. Thank you!Please try again.Please try again.Please choose a different delivery location.In
order to navigate out of this carousel please use your heading shortcut key to navigate to the next or
previous heading. Register a free business account Full content visible, double tap to read brief
content. Please try your search again later.The new Tour V2 with Pinseeker laser rangefinders rests
in your hand with an ergonomic precision that builds confidence and pride. Its guts are 100%
Bushnell laser rangefinder, but the package outside will rival your favorite driver with a custom
hightech grip. The new V2 sets a new standard in the complete laser rangefinder package looks, feel
and performance.Designed exclusively with the bottom of the cup in mind, Bushnells Pinseeker
mode allows easy acquisition of the flag without inadvertently capturing background target
distances.

When more than one object is acquired, the closer of the two objects is shown on the LCD screen.
Powered by a 3volt battery, the ultracompact Tour V2 boasts a 5x magnification and features a
rubber armoring, making it easy to grip. It also comes with a premium carrying case. The Tour V2 is
legal for tournament play and for posting of scores for handicap purposes. Other features include
distance readings in both yards and meters and standard SCAN mode, which allows you to pan
across the landscape while viewing a continuously updated LCD display of the distances between
you and the targets you scan. Then, the rangefinders highspeed digital clock measures the time it
took for a laser beam to reach a target and return to the unit. The entire process is so fast that less
than a second elapses between the time you press the button to generate a laser beam to the time
the exact range to your target is displayed. Learn More Videos for related products 149 Click to play
video Mileseey Golf Rangefinder Mileseey Direct Videos for related products 127 Click to play video
Profey X5 Laser Golf Range Finder with Slope ProfeyUS Next page Upload your video Video
Customer Review Bushnell Golf Laser Rangefinders See full review Manufacturer Video Onsite
Associates Program To calculate the overall star rating and percentage breakdown by star, we don’t
use a simple average. Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the
reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Please try
again later. Mr B. 1.0 out of 5 stars Firstly the carry case did not even last a year but was replaced
for no charge by Bushnell. The main issue is the mode button did not last the 2 years the product is
under warranty for and is stuck in meters and cannot be changed back to yards. Have noticed on the
new model they have changed this flawed mode button completely.

Would not recommend this product to anybody because of this badly designed mode button go for
the newer version which does not have this button or another brand. After getting hold of a Bushnell
representative on the phone and explaining the problem he apologized for their response reviewed
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my case spoke to his supervisor and they decided to send us a new range finder. This was totally
unexpected but very much appreciated we were just wanting the original range finder to be repaired
under warranty.Might of been a drop of oil. Not sure what caused the problem. I called Bushnell
costumer service and they had no idea what could cause that to happen. Instead I talked to Amazon
customer service and they were great or at least I thought so at first. They shipped me another
rangefinder with instructions on how to ship the defective one back, all at no additional charge to
me. The only problem is the second one shipped to me was a factory rebuilt. While this one works
fine and I really like the rangefinder, I was disappointed to get a factory rebuilt since originally I had
paid for a brand new rangefinder. Not sure whether to be upset though, since the rebuilt one works
okay. It will be interesting to see if Amazon responds to this review. One positive is that it is really
easy to return a defective product with Amazon. There system of having you type in a phone number
on line to call you, works extremely well. My only complaint is they didnt tell me they were going to
replace my defective rangefinder with a rebuilt one. So rather than five stars I have to give it only
four. I would be interested in some comments on my complaint.I tried both the Bushnell V2 and the
Leupold GX1. I liked the extra features of the Leupold, however, as others have commented, I found
that the yardage reading below the pipper as in the Bushnell was preferred.

Additionally, if you wear glasses when you play as I do, the slight extra distance of your eye from the
range finder lens moves the Leupold yardage readout out of your line of sight resulting in one having
to tilt the Leupold after taking a laser shot in order to read the yardage. I have used the V2 a few
times now and it is simple to use, easy to read even for an old guy and is very accurate. I am very
happy with the performance. One drawback is that there is no low battery indicator. It just acted
wacky all of a sudden until I changed the battery. Probably a good idea to carry a spare battery. I am
still amazed at how it has helped me hit to the right distance. Still worth 5 stars.The rangefinder is
nice and compact, plus the Pinseeker technology works as advertised. Heres the catch.after owning
this product for just a few weeks, I noticed that there is a stain in the viewfinder. Its not on the
outside, because I have cleaned all the lenses and it is still there. It doesnt affect the way the
rangefinder works, but it is distracting. This is where the 2 stars comes in. I sent email to Bushnell
support about the problem.I tried to save a few dollars by buying a generic online. After two lemons,
one returned, and its failed replacement now in its box on the shelf, I returned to Bushnell. I own,
and was using one of their old yardage pro 800 models. It too is in its original box on the same
shelf.Works every time ! At 71 years, knowing the distance to pins I can no longer air mail, may be a
bit humbling, but being able to compensate with better club selection pays off !I had to change
about every 6 weeks and now I have to change ever 7 days play 3 times a week. My last bushnell had
a 9 volt which lasted a very, very long time. However, I have to pay the shipping and was told it will
take 3 to 4 weeks. Just Great!!!!! Anyone know a better range finder to buy,Invariably, in the past,
items were received on or before the delivery date quoted.

I received the other items promptly but when I hadnt received the Rangefinder the following week I
emailed customer service who responded immediately and asked me to wait until 19th as they felt it
would probably be delivered by then. I again emailed on 19th confirming that I had NOT received
the item. Everything went downhill from there.from different people dealing with the problem; to
being given wrong information on a number of fronts.the result being that it was eventually decided
that the item was lost in transit on 24th December. The replacement order was made on 24th
December with a dispatch date of 27th Dec with delivery on 28th Dec which I didn’t see as feasible
to an overseas address in that time span. Later in the day I was informed that it would be delivered
on 27th in a different email. I actually received the item on 30th December. This was really atrocious
disappointing service considering that this was a special Christmas present for my son and could
certainly have been dealt with more efficiently. I feel part of the problem was that too many different
people were dealing with it. This is the first time if the most important and serious incident that this
happened and the item itself is excellent my son was thrilled with it and its exactly as we expected.



Would certainly recommend to any low handicappers to improve their game.Sorry, we failed to
record your vote. Please try again Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again Very quick
focussing.Pity it cant show me how to play the shots. Superb machine and wort every pennySorry,
we failed to record your vote. Please try again I guess so! CheersSorry, we failed to record your
vote. Please try again Its also nice to have yards and meters supported.Sorry, we failed to record
your vote. Please try again Ich muss sagen, da ich es nicht bereue. Das Teil hat nicht viel
SchnickSchnack und jeder, der auch Golf spielt wei, da man auf der Runde mehr als genug mit Golf
zu tun hat, als da.

Da hilft dann auch kein Gerat, welches eventuell mehr Funktionen zur Verfugung stellt, wenn man
sich erst durch ein Menu hangeln oder das erst einmal noch lang und breit eingestellt werden mu.
Wenn ich zum Ball komme, dann wei.Wenn es geht, dann laser ich die Entfernung noch wahrend
meine Flightpartner dran sind, so da ich die Entfernung schon vorher weiss. Aber dieses Gerat ist
einfach zu bedienen, da.Und dabei ist es genau. OK, manchmal ist durch die Ose am Etui leicht
fummelig, dieses wieder zu verschliessen, aber es geht. Und wenn es sehr schnell gehen muss, kann
man ihn zur Not auch offen lassen, wenn es am Bag befestigt ist, dann fallt es auch so schnell nicht
raus. Zudem ist es sehr robust. Gut, wenn ich 200 Meter mit dem Holz komme, dann ist es
unerheblich, ob ich fur ein Ziel 300 oder 330 Meter schatze. Aber es macht tatsachlich einen groen
Unterschied, ob ich 80 Meter schatze wenn das Ziel tatsachlich nur 65 Meter oder umgekehrt weit
weg ist. Und ich habe es mal ausprobiert, ich hatte das vorher nicht gedacht, ich habe nur ein
Handicap von 25 aber ich schatze tatsachlich relativ haufig 1020 Meter zuviel oder zuwenig und das
macht dann in Real 1 bis 2 Schlager Unterschied. Und das wirkt sich wiederum auf mein Ergebnis
aus, ich schatze, da.Das ist Golf Wenn man die Balle nicht trifft, dann hilft auch die beste
Entfernungsmessung nichts; Aber mit Entfernungsmessung, bei durchschnittlicher Treffrate in
meinem HandicapBereich, hilft das Ding doch ungemein weiter weil, wenn meine Lange stimmt,
also, mehr oder weniger, dann nur noch die rechts oder links Abweichung als Fehlerquelle ubrig
bleibt. Und das Ausschalten einer Unsicherheitskomponente ist dann doch eine ziemlich groe Hilfe
beim Golfsport, der, so habe ich den Eindruck, eigentlich nur aus Unwagbarkeiten besteht, die man
zwar eindammen, aber nie ganz abstellen kann.

Aufgrund der Natur der Entfernungsmessung ist eine Anvisierung von weit entfernten Zielen
naturlich etwas wakelig, das sollte aber mit etwas Ubung auch zu meistern sein. Also, der Bushnell
Tour V2 Standard Achtung, Gerate mit Slope sind bei den meisten Tournieren nichtzugelassen ist
mir eine groe, einfache und praktische Hilfe, ein Gerat, da.Es ist angenehm, sich nicht andauernd
auch noch um die Batterie des Equipments kummern zu mussen. Das ware fur mich noch ein
weiterer Pluspunkt.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again I havent had it on the range
yet but I pull it out for almost every shot on the course. I have to say that it has helped me choose
my clubs pretty accurately and the thing I really like is that it does not take time to use it. I was
fearful that I would get a read that was incorrect because I didnt want to hold any one up. Quick to
use and I am happy with its accuracy.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again Ich bin
begeistert! Vor allem liefert das Gerat unzahlige AHA Erlebnisse hinsichtlich der eigenen
Entfernungssschatzungen, wodurch ich schon einige wichtige Punkte zusatzlich erzielen konnte,
bzw.Absolut nutzlich auch auf der Driving Range, um die eigenen Leistungen konstant zu
beobachten.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again Spa beiseite, das Gerat ist wirklich
sehr gut, sehr genau und sehr robust. In der Beschreibung steht das dieses Gerat fur Turniere
zugelassen ist, das stimmt aber nur bedingt. Nur wenn in den Platzregeln steht das entsprechende
Gerate zugelassen sind findet dieses den Segen des DGV.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please
try again Ich habe viele Entfernungsmesser mit dem Bushnell gegen gemessen und festgestellt, dass
die bis zu 8 Metern in der Messung abweichen. Das ist eine Schlagerlange. Also, wer exakte Langen
braucht, ist mit dem Bushnell bestens versorgt.Sorry, we failed to record your vote.



Please try again Eine schnelle Entfernungsmessung, fur die man keine besonders ruhige Hand
benotigt. Die Fahne, Baume und auch Bunker kann man sehr zugig anvisieren, so dass der gesamte
Vorgang mit Ein und Auspacken kaum 30 Sekunden braucht. Anfangs ist man uberrascht, wie oft
man um ca. 1015 m mit den eigenen Augen daneben liegt.Sorry, we failed to record your vote.
Please try again Conditions de froid, humidite et qqfois vent important. A aujourdhui R.A.S., pas de
condensation ou autre forme de buee, la pile va bien. Pour ceux qui voudraient en faire le meme
usage, par temps de brouillard un peu marque, loutil avoue ses limites par des valeures franchement
erronee.Sacoche de rangement parfaite. Livraison et delais toujours dans les clous.Sorry, we failed
to record your vote. Please try again Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1 In order to navigate out of
this carousel please use your heading shortcut key to navigate to the next or previous heading. Used
Like NewThe only thing that made me hesitate was the sharpie on the red cover, but I figured rather
than not include that, someone could judge for themselves if its a big deal.I dont think it is.but
hey.you do you. Anyway, such a rare find to get a V2 in this condition and for it to be a slope edition
is crazy. I personally run these through a pretty extensive testing process before listing, but if you
run into any mechanical issues, please let me know inside 30 days I can take care of it for you. Keep
in mind you are buying a used rangefinder so I cant warranty it outside of 30 days. Returns are
accepted for nonmechanical issues inside 30 days and may be subject to restocking fees. See Return
Policies for more details. Thank you for checking out my listing and have a great day!Please try
again.Please try again.Please choose a different delivery location.In order to navigate out of this
carousel please use your heading shortcut key to navigate to the next or previous heading.

Register a free business account Please try your search again later.The Tour V2 is equipped with
Bushnells PinSeeker technology, which precisely isolates your target to improve accuracy and
eliminate false readings. The result You can easily figure out the distance to flags tucked in the
deepest corners of the green despite background clutter that might befuddle lesser rangefinders.
Regardless of how many deep bunkers and perilous water hazards are on the course, the Tour V2
gives you the distance information you need to make smart, safe shots. And thanks to the Tour V2s
impressive 5 to 1,000yard rangewhich is accurate to plus or minus 1 yardno hazard is out of bounds.
The Tour V2 displays the distance to your target on the LCD readout. PinSeeker Technology A game
of inches becomes a game of yards if your rangefinder gives false readings. The problem with most
ranging devices is that the target is constantly competing with the larger objects that surround it.
These larger objects, such as trees, contain greater signal strength and provide more reflectivity
than the target, resulting in false distance readings. So what are you really aiming at. To overcome
these limitations, Bushnell created PinSeeker technology, which ensures accurate target
acquisitions by isolating your target and completely shutting out background hazards. When your
rangefinder senses more than one object, the closer of the two is displayed so that the desired
distance is calculated every time within plus or minus 1 yard. Next, the rangefinders highspeed
digital clock measures the time it took for the laser to reach the target and return to the unit.
Finally, using advanced digital electronics, the rangefinder instantly calculates the distance and
shows the range in either yards or meters on a throughthelens LCD display.

The entire process is so fast that less than a second elapses between the time you press the button
to generate a laser beam to the time the exact range to your target is displayed. The rangefinders
Slope mode reads the slope angle and adjusts your club length accordingly. Targeting Modes The
Tour V2 offers three targeting modes. PinSeeker mode is designed exclusively with the bottom of the
cup in mind, allowing you to easily acquire the flag without inadvertently capturing background
target distances. The Scan mode, meanwhile, allows you to pan across the landscape while viewing a
continuously updated LCD display of the distances between you and the targets you scan with the
viewfinder. And golfers can use the Slope mode to measure the angle within plus or minus 1 degree.
The rangefinder will then compensate the distance based upon the ball trajectory and type of club
used. Other features include a reticle option that shows the distance of targets in the crosshairs, a



5x magnification level, a 3volt lithium battery, a battery indicator that flashes when the battery is
low, and a custom hightack grip that rivals the grip on your favorite driver. The Tour V2 carries a
twoyear warranty. About Bushnell Bushnell has been the industry leader in highperformance sports
optics for more than 50 years. The companys guiding principle is to provide the highest quality, most
reliable, and most affordable sports optics products on the market. Bushnell product lines enhance
the enjoyment of every outdoor pursuit, including nature study, hunting, fishing, birding, and
stargazing. Indoors, the companys binoculars bring the audience closer to the action in fastmoving
sports or the fine arts at theaters and concerts.

Learn More Videos for related products 149 Click to play video Mileseey Golf Rangefinder Mileseey
Direct Videos for related products 127 Click to play video Profey X5 Laser Golf Range Finder with
Slope ProfeyUS Next page Upload your video Video Customer Review Bushnell Golf Laser
Rangefinders See full review Manufacturer Video Onsite Associates Program To calculate the overall
star rating and percentage breakdown by star, we don’t use a simple average. It also analyzes
reviews to verify trustworthiness. Please try again later. Eric Hutkay 5.0 out of 5 stars I also added a
cheap silicon rubber case I got off ebay for it. I normally ride in a powered cart and this thing has
been dropped while going at full speed and would bounce down the cart path and keep ticking.
Assuming the rubber case helped there. Always able to pick the pin up pretty quickly. I like the slope
feature as well. My only knock is that the unit does not have a battery life indicator. So you shoot the
pin one time and it works and the very next time it wont shoot the pin with no warning which means
it out of battery. As a backup I always keep a 2 pack of spare batteries in my golf back. Good thing is
its pretty quick to replace the battery you dont hold up your round.I got nearly a whole seasons use
out. Used it a few times then it sat on a shelf for a couple years while I recovered from severe heart
failure. I removed the battery and once I got back to playing golf I began using my V2 Slope. Helped
me dial my clubs in and the elevation compensation was great. I got nearly a whole seasons use out
of the rangefinder. I removed the battery but reinstalled it once 2014 began. I was in the middle of a
round and no reading.So when I got home I installed a fresh battery. I am getting yardage but an
E36 shows where the slope reading is supposed to be.They would like to sale me a
replacement.Bushnell, I see a very short future for rangefinders in the golf market very soon.

Most of my friends have opted for the GPS type units that I looked evaluate for over 6 mos. My
previous rangefinder had been lifted at a golfing outing. It was also a Bushnell; it was OK, but was
not as sharp as the one I purchased. The Bushnell Tour V2 has advanced the accuracy and quickness
of operation quite well. If you are wondering if it will pick up 440 yd holes because you hit the ball
that long, this unit is not for you. My golf game is from 150 yards in. I am not a long hitter so my
second shot is a very important part of my game whether its a par four or par five. I need the info
quickly and precisely. I have experienced inaccurate distances with GPS units of my playing partners
especially from 100yds into the green Did they download the right courses on three 9 hole tracks
that we were playing that day etc etc. No tricky computer downloads. No annual fees with the
Bushnell V2. My Bushnell is just what I need and can be used with one hand. The V2 has the slope
option and I have been checking this feature out and although prospects of a final opinion are good I
am not ready to elaborate just yet so no 5 star rating. I also used this unit in my work architect and
it has been very helpful. If you are going to buy it choose the one with the slope option. Oka couple
of negatives the battery is troublesome to load into the unit and other reports of keeping it in its hole
have been reportedalright I put a piece of gorilla tape over it as a precaution, Im not proud. Battery
life was also a concern; well I only used it over the summer 13 weeks 3x a week and it seems OK.
The battery is also a not so typical, so keeping a spare in your bag is a good idea. It is also a more
expensive one over the common AA or AAA ones. The carrying case is a bit cumbersome but there
are aftermarket colorfull ones in the golf stores or on line. I like a case that is bright so I dont forget
it in the cart after the round.



I also had some interface with a Bushnell teckie at their headquarters and he gave me some honest
info how refreshing!!!! Overall I highly recommend this unit the Bushnell V2.You need it! So, here is
my review as an average amateur golfer. Quality of the device pretty satisfied. Yes it is pricy but,
comparing to prices and quality of similar products, the high price has reason. Finish very
upscalefeeling material but somewhat easily scratchable. And it looks ugly when scratched. I bought
a silicon skin and resolved this issue. Battery I have not replaced one seems to have long life. Some
people said it is not easy to replace one but I think it is trade off for not letting it open during the
game. Performance range finding very good. Accurate! Easy to use! Since it uses laser, when the
weather is cloudy or the pin flag is not shiny, sometimes it give some stupud number for the
distance. It will be the only downside for the range reading and there is my minus one star from
beging full 5. I would say it is 95% accurate overall if you keep the lenses clean. Performance slope
edition I wondered if I should pay extra for this function and now I think I made the right choice.
When you are hitting up or down the hill, you will need some calculation or guestimation or you will
miss it for sure. The more angle of the hill, the more you will miss the target. This device calculated
it for you and gives you both direct distance and the calculated distance. It is really useful unless you
got coached by PGA pro and know how to change your club by looking at the hills.Sorry, we failed to
record your vote. Please try again Perfect gift for a gadget loving golfer.Sorry, we failed to record
your vote. Please try again All I need to select the right club. It does not make me a better golfer, but
it is helping me to get closer to the pin.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again Und das
hat er bei mir vom ersten Tag an getan.


